A Social Circus Project in a disadvantaged area

Prelude
Three years ago we didn’t have a stable social circus project, but
sometimes we made labs around the city or in other associations.
R. was a 7 years old child who participated to a juggling lab.
He was from a disadvantaged area of Catania, our city, his family didn’t
care a lot about him and so he was often out in the city centre in the
evening or during the night. Once we met him sitting on a sidewalk; he
seemed thoughtful and sad, so we asked him what was going on.
He looked at us with a curious expression and asked us, with a mournful
voice: “How is it possible to grow up?”
We spoke about experience to be made, time passing, things to learn
and so on but, again, he said “Ok, but HOW?”
In that moment we realized that what we must give to children is not just
experiences or activities, but the cognitive and emotional tools to
analyze those experiences.
We should let them understand the importance of thought processes and

the possibility to build their own learning paths using observation,
listening and relation.
In this way, when we’ll tell them: “You are free to be whatever you want
to be”, maybe it will be a little more true.
That’s how we started stable projects.

1- Organizations
Clatù is an association that promotes Circus, fine arts and culture as
tools for social development.
The association is based in Catania, Sicily, and organizes social circus
projects, circus and clown workshops, dance labs, street shows and
other activities which purpose is to spread culture and education.

The Association was established in 2017 and since then has been
working in San Cristoforo, organizing a permanent social circus course.
For the school year 2018/2019 this course was inside “Scuola e

Libertà”, an educational project made in collaboration with another
association named “G.A.P.A.”, an acronym that stands for “young people
absolutely for action”. In this last year we worked in an equipe composed
by a visual artist, ad educator, a reporter and a psychologist and it was
really a wonderful experience of confront and growing. We don’t know
how the project will be for the next year ‘cause we have no foundings,
probably it’ll continues in volunteering way cause we don’t want to leave
the children.
Our work in San Cristoforo has the purpose of creating strong human
relationships, in order to build an example of different socialization,
based on the values of mutual respect and social justice
The idea behind every activity is that culture and knowledge are the best
tools to free people and empower them, letting them recognize the
advantages given by a more community oriented social setting.
Our Social Circus activities are totally free, and are made possible by
donations from common citizens and auto organized funding events
such as shows or social dinners.
2- Location

“Scuola e libertà” is an educational project hosted and supported by
association G.A.P.A.. In 2018 ‘till May 2019 Clatù became part of this
bigger educational project that develops art and photography classes,
after school program and circus classes.
G.A.P.A’s headquarter is in an ex warehouse in via Cordai, a narrow
street in the very heart of San Cristoforo neighborhood, a working class
area where more than 18.000 people live.
In San Cristoforo, 4 families out of ten live in poverty; there are few
primary schools, most of them are now closed, there are no services for
the citizens, there are no kindergartens or community centers or white
stripes to cross the road.
There’s a very high level of unemployment and local politics utterly lack
in terms of support to the poor people and social development.
Another interesting fact is the high level of early school leaving, which
percentage in 2014 reached 38,6%, while, in the first six month of 2015,
530 minors were subjected to judicial authority.
In this context it’s clear how easily mafia recruits young people to exploit
them as drug dealers at street corners, or in other low level roles in the
criminal organization, in order to maintain its power and developing a
strict territorial control over the weaker part of the population.
3- Classes organization and participants
Our Social Circus course usually starts in October and ends in May.
We have 2 lessons a week, one for children of age 6-9 and the other for
children 10-14. Each lesson lasts 2 hours.

.
The participants group is composed by children who live in San
Cristoforo. Many of them come from different countries
such as Morocco, Sri Lanka, Romania, Bulgary.
Some of our children live in extreme poverty, lack of education and/or
highly problematic families (parents in jail,drug dealing, prostitution,
violent environment).

4-Needs
In order to act efficiently, before the project started we conducted an
observation period to recognize which lacks and needings our social
context has, so that our action project would be strongly linked to our
participants.
We found three main needings among children who live in S cristoforo:
Expressive, Emotional and Learning Related.
We see how difficult it is for many of them to recognize and manage
emotions; consequently it is difficult for them to express themselves.
The reason has to be found in the kind of relational dynamics they live,
usually oppressive and/or violent. Too often, the only known way to
communicate and express a needing or opinion is raising voice volume
and verbally or physically threaten the others. Rage is usually the main
channel to express sadness, frustration or fears.

These children also live in an environment that is extremely poor of
stimulations since they’re very young and frequently don’t attend school
when they come to the age. So we face lack of instruction, cultural
poverty and learning problems. Many of them can’t read or write, like
their parents.

5- Project Objectives
Our Circus classes main aim is to let our pupils develop a strong sense
of self efficacy, by learning how to analyze experiences they make with
critical sensibility and creative thinking, so that, growing up, they will be
able to consciously choose their own future.
We want them to know that their actions can change the material and
social environment they live in.
What we do is to train them to face proportionate challenges in an
emotionally and physically safe environment, which is also welcoming
and non-judging.

6- Methods, Challenges and Strategies
The cornerstone of our pedagogic practice is about Playing. For them is
really difficult also to play. Often while playing in the street they just
reproduce their familiar dynamics, they can’t follow the rules, every
game end up really bad, hitting and spitting each other, everything
become personal and everybody is judging.
So, also start playing together was bit of a challenge. We used games
with very easy and clear rules that was impossible to cheat on like tag
game or just running patterns one by one from one side to the other of
the gym asking them to be as fast as they can to go clap the operator
hand on the other side. And then, little by little, propose more complex
game when they’re starting to be more concentrate or less violent. We

think it’s important to create a playful and safe environment to work on
learning and community, so the first year of the project and part of the
second was dedicate about learning how to play together.

By playing we propose them positive relational dynamics, different from
violence and submission, and try to understand how it feels for them.
Another great advantage given by playing is that the focus moves from
results to process and it’s important for children with learning problems
explore they’re capacity: if doing something is funny or pleasing, our
attention will be drawn by the activity itself, which we will find more
interesting and motivating than an abstract final purpose.
Learning becomes an engaging process, strongly stimulating
participants’ interest in an active way.
Mistakes and failure are treated as positive aspects of experiences:
this is made possible by judgement suspension and by focusing on the

process. Even relational mistakes are opportunity to conduct self and
group observation and practicing empathy. Frequently we had to stop a
fight and at one point we understand that fighting is the only way they
know to interact so we create ad arguing protocol, to give them a
different opportunity. It start from sitting, say what i think it happens, say
how i feel, hear what the other have to say and also say sorry if i do
something wrong and made someone feel bad (sorry means: i
understand i make you feel bad, I won’t do this anymore, how can i fix
the situation?). After one year it start to be used in quite autonomous
way or the children came to us asking “please come, we have an
arguing problem” and you find the two arguing children already set.
It is important to be aware of errors in order to be able to self correct,
furthermore, mistakes awareness, when speaking of interactions
between peers, becomes a fundamental step in developing community
and social responsibility.

At the beginning of our work, we found many issues; sometimes it was
not even possible to begin and finish a class without children hitting each
other, screaming around, and destroying materials.
6.1- Concentration

Our first issue was facing a general inability in concentration, attention
and simply listening: in the very moment the gym door was opened, our
children begun running around, jumping on mattresses, shouting,
beating each other.
We tried different strategies to get and maintain attention at the
beginning and during the classes.
First of all we created collective rituals to get together into a
concentration mood and feel part of the group: for example, before
getting into the gym everybody performed together a simple body
percussion rhythm, walking into the gym in group.
Another great tool for concentration we found is the use of silence.
The soundscape our pupils live in is very noisy: people always speak
loud and there are lots of cars and motorbikes that constantly sound
their horns. In an environment like that shouting is a common way to
express oneself and listening with attention is very difficult.
We Begun to use silence at the beginning of our lessons introducing a
character named “The Great Master”.
One of the trainers dressed in a kimono while the group, with the other
trainers stood outside the gym.

Trainers said to the group that a great japanese master had came that
day to teach them secret circus techniques, but warned them, because
the great master hated noise: in order to know this mysterious teacher,
the group had to remain silent, get into the gym in a raw and sit on the
border of the tatami.
This theatrical game of relations worked a lot, the pupils accepted the
rule of silence and focused a lot on what the great master showed them.
Silence is related to the use of non verbal language: the great master
guided the warming up speaking in a sort of japanese gramelot and
showing the sequences of movement and the exercises.
In time, the use of silence at the beginning of our classes has become a
useful ritual for concentration.
We sit in a circle and one of the trainers drives the group showing the
miming warming up sequence and maintaining a sustained rhythm
without saying a word.
All of our trainers are Circus artists and performers; and we found very
useful with children using this performing attitude to conduct the lessons
to keep their attention as you do in a street performance! Sometimes we
don’t give roles for games, just act, putting them in some situations and
wait for their reaction. As the following game in which one operator is
moving around, doing things, an the other one start following him and
when he turns around the one who’s following just pretend doing
something absurd like cooking or fishing and the children just follow
without explanation. Is just an action and reaction game more the
operator who’s been followed is suspicious and angry the more they feel
the game,have fun and react immediately and spontaneously. Starting
from this following game, after one year, they learn how to run in a line.
We used a lot of clown exercise,especially at the beginning of the year
working on failure, acceptance and judgement.

6.2- Contact and violence.
The observation phase we did at the beginning of the classes helped us
a lot in finding strategies on how to engage them.
We noticed that for them it was difficult to get in physical contact with
each other without using violence.
It was very difficult for them to stay in a raw waiting for their turn in an
exercise: conflicts often occurred to determine places in the raw, some
children always tried to be the first by violently pushing or verbally
intimidating others.
Once again, clowning helped us: one of the trainers stayed in the raw,
playing with the children but mimicking and making parodies of the worst
behaviours he saw in the raw, trying to be the first to play etc.
Even the most exuberants of the pupils protested when the trainer acted
like this, but the clowny way in which behaviours were represented made

nobody angry, letting everybody understand the importance of
respecting the others and the rules of proposed games.
We used some games to let the pupils experiment a non violent contact
and learn respect and care for other’s body.
One of this games is object imitation: the trainer makes a composition of
objects (for example: a ball on a scarf tied to a club which handle is
inside a juggling ring) while the playing team is not watching.
When the trainer says “ready, set , go!” the team can look at the
composition and has 10 seconds to reproduce its complex shape with
their body.
We found this game very useful, focusing on external objects and by
simple, clear rules pupils could experiment a different kind of contact
with others, while having only ten seconds to mimic the composition
gave them no time to speak about what each participant in the team had
to do.Starting with this simple game we slowly introduced basic
acrobalance figures in our games and during the core of some lessons.
We use acrobalance exercises as a more precise tool to experiment
contact and care for the others, children learn to trust each other and are
eager to work together to build more complex pyramids.

6.3- Emotions and feedbacks.
As said before, our pupils generally lacked of emotion recognition
abilities and therefore were not able to verbally express their feelings.
as Kolb states in his experiential learning theory after an experience is
made, there must be a moment of analysis in order to repeat and
improve the experience.
Furthermore, recent studies demonstrates relations between learning
process and emotions experimented during the process itself, stating
that a learning process is stronger when it involves significant emotions.
What we think is that our participant rarely stop to analyze or think about
experience they make, and this is also valid for psychological
experiences and related emotions.
That is why, as final moment in our lessons, we make a feedback circle:
everybody sits in a circle after relaxation, and takes a little time to think
about how the lesson was and how he or she felt during games and
exercise.
We proposed a thumbs up/down non verbal representation of five
grades of general wellness (super bad- bad- medium - good- super
good) as codex, then everybody would make a visual evaluation of the
lessons.
First times we did so, nobody in the group felt the needing of verbalize
how he or she felt, but after some lessons the pupils themselves started
to ask if they could speak a bit to explain their “thumbs grade”, telling the
others how they felt and why, naming emotions and relating them to
things that happened during the lessons, at school or at home.

7- The most motivating feedback.
F. is a 8 years old girl who regularly attends our social circus classes.
She is from Romania and lives in Catania with her grandmother.
Her father is working in another country and she can’t remember her
mother’s name, because she went away when she was too little.
At the end of the classes, while she waits for her sister to come to get
her home, she likes to draw a lot: chalks, pencils, stamps and paper, she
sits down, draws something and then she gives us her draw as gift.
One day she drew a little home; when she gave us the sheet she
proudly told us: “I drew a House for you because here i feel home, this a
home for all the children!”
That little house drawing became the logo of the project we’re in for the
last year, because it is amazing to build a home for all the children,
especially the ones who can’t remember their mother’s name.

